Abstract. We present a performance analysis for image registration with gradient descent. We consider a typical multiscale registration setting where the global 2-D translation between a pair of images is estimated by smoothing the images and minimizing the distance between them with gradient descent. Our study particularly concentrates on the effect of noise and low-pass filtering on the alignment accuracy. We analyze the well-behavedness of the image distance function by estimating the neighborhood of translations for which it is free of undesired local minima. This is the neighborhood of translations that are correctly computable with a simple gradient descent minimization. We show that the area of this neighborhood increases at least quadratically with the smoothing filter size. We then examine the effect of noise on the alignment accuracy and derive an upper bound for the alignment error in terms of the noise properties and filter size. Our main finding is that the error increases at a rate that is at least linear with respect to the filter size. Therefore, smoothing improves the well-behavedness of the distance function; however, this comes at the cost of amplifying the alignment error in noisy settings. Our results provide a mathematical insight about why hierarchical techniques are effective in image registration, suggesting that the multiscale alignment strategy of these techniques is very suitable from the perspective of the trade-off between the well-behavedness of the objective function and the registration accuracy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such study for descent-based image registration.
1. Introduction. The estimation of the relative motion between two images is one of the important problems of image processing. The necessity for registering images arises in many different applications like image analysis and classification [23] , [9] , [25] ; biomedical imaging [14] , stereo vision [13] , motion estimation for video coding [24] . The alignment of an image pair typically requires the optimization of a dissimilarity (or similarity) measure, whose common examples are sum-of-squared difference (SSD), approximations of SSD, and cross-correlation [7] , [4] . Many registration techniques adopt, or can be coupled with, a multiscale hierarchical search strategy. In hierarchical registration, reference and target images are aligned by applying a coarse-to-fine estimation of the transformation parameters, using a pyramid of low-pass filtered and downsampled versions of the images. Coarse scales of the pyramid are used for a rough estimation of the transformation parameters. These scales have the advantage that the solution is less likely to get trapped into the local minima of the dissimilarity function as the images are smoothed by low-pass filtering. Moreover, the search complexity is lower at coarse scales as the image pair is downsampled accordingly. The alignment is then refined gradually by moving on to the finer scales. Since it offers a good compromise between complexity and accuracy, the coarse-to-fine alignment strategy has been widely used in many registration and motion estimation applications [25] , [17] , [5] , [4] , [2] , [16] .
In this work, we present a theoretical study that analyzes the effect of smoothing on the performance of image registration. One of our main goals is to understand better the mathematical principles behind multiscale registration techniques. Most theoretical results in the image registration literature (e.g., [21] , [32] , [31] ) investigate how image noise affects the registration accuracy. However, the analysis of the effect of smoothing on the registration performance has generally been given little attention in the literature. Although it is widely known as a practical fact that smoothing an image pair is helpful for overcoming the undesired local minima of the dissimilarity function [1] , [24] , to the best of our knowledge, this has not been extensively studied on a mathematical basis yet. Some of the existing works examine how smoothing influences the bias on the registration with gradient-based methods [21] , and the bias and model conditioning in optical flow [10] , [6] , whose scopes are however limited to methods employing a linear approximation of the image intensity function. Hence, the understanding of the exact relation between smoothing and the well-behavedness of the image dissimilarity function constitutes the first objective of this study. Our second objective is to characterize the effect of noise on the performance of multi-scale image registration, i.e., to derive the noise performance in the registration of noisy images as a function of the smoothing parameter.
We consider a setting where the geometric transformation between the reference and target images is a global 2-D translation. Although the registration problem is formulated for an image pair in this work, one can equivalently assume that the considered reference and target patterns are image patches rather than complete images. For this reason, our study is of interest not only for registration applications where the transformation between the image pair is modeled by a pure translation (e.g., as in satellite images), but also for various motion estimation techniques, such as block-matching algorithms and region-based matching techniques in optical flow that assign constant displacement vectors to image subregions. We adopt an analytic and parametric model for the reference and target patterns and formulate the registration problem in the continuous domain of square-integrable functions L 2 (R 2 ). We use the squared-distance between the image intensity functions as the dissimilarity measure. This distance function is the continuous domain equivalent of SSD. We study two different aspects of image registration in this work; namely, alignment regularity and alignment accuracy.
We first look at alignment regularity; i.e., the well-behavedness of the distance function, and estimate the largest neighborhood of translations such that the distance function has only one local minimum, which is also the global minimum. Then we study the influence of smoothing the reference and target patterns on the neighborhood of translations recoverable with local minimizers such as descent-type algorithms without getting trapped in a local minimum. In more details, we consider the set of patterns that are generated by the translations of a reference pattern, which forms the translation manifold of that pattern. In the examination of the alignment regularity, we assume that the target pattern lies on the translation manifold of the reference pattern. We then consider the distance function f (U ) between the reference and target patterns, where U is the translation vector. The global minimum of f is at the origin U = 0. Then, in the translation parameter domain, we consider the largest open neighborhood around the origin within which f is an increasing function along any ray starting out from the origin. We call this neighborhood the Single Distance Extremum Neighborhood (SIDEN). The SIDEN of a reference pattern is important in the sense that it defines the translations that can be correctly recovered by minimizing f with a descent method. We derive an analytic estimation of the SIDEN. Then, in order to study the effect of smoothing on the alignment regularity, we consider the registration of low-pass filtered versions of the reference and target patterns and examine how the SIDEN varies with the filter size. Our main result is that the volume (area) of the SIDEN increases at a rate of at least O(1 + ρ 2 ) with respect to the size ρ of the low-pass filter kernel, which controls the level of smoothing. This formally shows that, when the patterns are low-pass filtered, a wider range of translation values can be recovered with descent-type methods; hence, smoothing improves the regularity of alignment. Then, we demonstrate the usage of our SIDEN estimate for constructing a regular multiresolution grid in the translation parameter domain with exact alignment guarantees. Based on our estimation of the neighborhood of translations that are recoverable with descent methods, we design an adaptive search grid in the translation parameter domain such that large translations can be recovered by locating the closest solution on the grid and then refining this estimation with a descent method.
Then we look at alignment accuracy and study the effect of image noise on the accuracy of image alignment. We also characterize the influence of low-pass filtering on the alignment accuracy in a noisy setting. This is an important question, as the target image is rarely an exactly translated version of the reference image in practical applications. When the target pattern is noisy, it is not exactly on the translation manifold of the reference pattern. The noise on the target pattern causes the global minimum of the distance function to deviate from the solution U = 0. We formulate the alignment error as the perturbation in the global minimum of the distance function, which corresponds to the misalignment between the image pair due to noise. We focus on two different noise models. In the first setting, we look at Gaussian noise. In the second setting, we examine arbitrary square-integrable noise patterns, where we consider general noise patterns and noise patterns that have small correlation with the points on the translation manifold of the reference pattern. We derive upper bounds on the alignment error in terms of the noise level and the pattern parameters in both settings. We then consider the smoothing of the reference and target patterns in these settings and look at the variation of the alignment error with the noise level and the filter size. It turns out that the alignment error bound increases at a rate of O η 1/2 (1 − η) −1/2 and O ν 1/2 (1 − ν) −1/2 in respectively the first and second settings with respect to the noise level, where η is the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise, and ν is the norm of the noise pattern. Another observation is that the alignment error is small if the noise pattern has small correlation with translated versions of the reference pattern. Moreover, the alignment error bounds increase at the rates O ρ 3/2 (1 − ρ) −1/2 and O (1 + ρ 2 ) 1/2 in the first and second settings, with respect to the filter size ρ. Therefore, our main finding is that smoothing the image pair tends to increase the alignment error when the target pattern does not lie on the translation manifold of the reference pattern. The experimental results confirm that the behavior of the theoretical bound as a function of the noise level and filter size reflects well the behavior of the actual error.
The results of our analysis show that smoothing has the desirable effect of improving the well-behavedness of the distance function; however, it also leads to the amplification of the alignment error caused by the image noise. This suggests that, in the development of multiscale image registration methods, one needs to take the noise level into account as a design parameter.
The rest of the text is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of related work. In Section 3, we focus on the alignment regularity problem, where we first derive an estimation of the SIDEN and then examine its variation with filtering. Then in Section 4, we look into the alignment accuracy problem and present our results regarding the influence of noise on the alignment accuracy. In Section 5, we present experimental results. In Section 6, we give a discussion of our results and interpret them in comparison with the previous studies in the literature. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.
2. Related Work. The problem of estimating the displacement between two images has been studied extensively in the image registration [33] and motion estimation [24] literatures. Here we limit our discussion mostly to region-based methods. We first give a brief overview of some hierarchical multiscale registration and motion estimation methods and then mention some theoretical results about image alignment.
The coarse-to-fine alignment strategy has been used in various types of image registration applications; e.g., registration for stereo vision [13] , alignment with multiresolution tangentdistance for image analysis [25] , biomedical image registration [17] . The hierarchical search strategy has proved useful in motion estimation, since it accelerates the algorithm and leads to better solutions with reduced sensitivity to local minima [24] , [2] , [5] . It is also used very commonly in gradient-based optical flow techniques such as those in [4] , [16] , which apply a first-order approximation of the variations in the image intensity function. The hierarchical search that filters and downsamples the images permits the design of gradient-based methods that remain in the domain of linearity.
Region-based registration and motion estimation methods use different dissimilarity measures and optimization techniques. Many methods use SSD (sum-of-squared difference) as the dissimilarity measure [24] . SSD corresponds to the squared-norm of what is usually called the displaced frame difference (DFD) in motion estimation. The direct correlation is also widely used as a similarity measure, and it can be shown to be equivalent to SSD [21] .
In this work, we consider (the continuous domain equivalent of) SSD as the dissimilarity measure. We will essentially consider gradient descent as the minimization technique in our analysis; however, our main motivation is to understand to what extent local minimizers are efficient in image registration. Hence, the implications of our study concern a wide range of registration and motion estimation techniques that minimize SSD (or its approximations) with local minimizers, e.g., [18] , [8] , [28] , [5] , [25] , and fast block-matching methods relying on convexity assumptions [24] .
We now overview some theoretical studies about the performance of registration algorithms. The work by Robinson et al. [21] studies the estimation of global translation parameters between an image pair corrupted with additive Gaussian noise. The authors first derive the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) on the translation estimation. Given by the inverse of the Fisher information matrix, the CRLB is a general lower bound for the MSE of an estimator that computes a set of parameters from noisy observations. The authors then examine the bias on multiscale gradient-based methods. A detailed discussion of the results in [21] is given in Section 6 along with a comparison to our results. Another work that examines Cramér-Rao lower bounds in registration is given in [32] , where the bounds are derived for several models with transformations estimated from a set of matched feature points with noisy positions.
The studies in [10] , [6] have also examined the bias of gradient-based shift estimators and shown that presmoothing the images reduces the bias on the estimator. However, smoothing also has the undesired effect of impairing the conditioning of the linear system to be solved in gradient-based estimators [10] . Therefore, this tradeoff must be taken into account in the selection of the filter size in coarse-to-fine gradient-based registration. The papers [21] , [20] furthermore show that the bias on gradient-based estimators increases as the amount of translation increases. Robinson et al. [21] use this observation to explain the benefits of multiscale gradient-based methods. At large scales, downsampling, which reduces the amount of translation, and smoothing help to decrease the bias on the estimator. Then, as the change in the translation parameters is small at fine scales, the estimation does not suffer from this type of bias anymore. Moreover, at fine scales, the accuracy of the estimation increases as high-frequency components are no more suppressed. This is due to the fact that the CRLB of the estimation is smaller when the bandwidth of the image is larger.
Next, in the article [11] the convergence of gradient-based registration methods is examined. It is shown that, if the images are smoothed with ideal low-pass filters by doubling the bandwidth in each stage, coarse-to fine gradient-based registration algorithms converge to the globally optimal solution provided that the amount of shift is sufficiently small. However, this convergence guarantee is obtained for an ideal noiseless setting.
Lastly, the article [22] is a recent theoretical study on the accuracy of subpixel blockmatching in stereo vision, which has relations to our work. The paper first examines the relation between the discrete and continuous block-matching distances, and then presents a continuous-domain analysis of the effect of noise on the accuracy of disparity estimation from a rectified stereo pair corrupted with additive Gaussian noise. An estimation of the disparity that globally minimizes the windowed squared-distance between blocks is derived. A comparison of the results presented in [22] and in our work is given in Section 6.
The previous works that have studied the alignment accuracy of multiscale registration by examining the effect of smoothing are limited to gradient-based methods, i.e., methods that employ a linear approximation of the image intensity. Moreover, none of these studies focus on the alignment regularity aspect of image registration. In this work, we address both of these issues and derive bounds on both alignment regularity and alignment accuracy in multiscale registration.
3. Analysis of Alignment Regularity.
3.1. Notation and Problem Formulation. Let p ∈ L 2 (R 2 ) be a visual pattern with a non-trivial support on R 2 (i.e., p(X) is not equal to 0 almost everywhere on R 2 ). In order to study the image registration problem analytically, we adopt a representation of p in an analytic and parametric dictionary manifold
Here, each atom φ γ of the dictionary D is derived from an analytic mother function φ by a geometric transformation specified by the parameter vector γ, where ψ is a rotation parameter, τ x and τ y denote translations in x and y directions, and σ x and σ y represent an anisotropic scaling in x and y directions. Γ is the transformation parameter domain over which the dictionary is defined. By defining the spatial coordinate variable X = [x y] T ∈ R 2×1 , we refer to the mother function as φ(X). Then an atom φ γ is given by
It is shown in [3] (in the proof of Proposition 2.1.2) that the linear span of a dictionary D generated with respect to the transformation model in (3.1) is dense in L 2 (R 2 ) if the mother function φ has nontrivial support (unless φ(X) = 0 almost everywhere). In our analysis, we choose φ to be the Gaussian function φ(X) = e −X T X = e −(x 2 +y 2 ) as it has good timelocalization and it is easy to treat in derivations due to its well-studied properties. This choice also ensures that Span(D) is dense in L 2 (R 2 ); therefore, any pattern p ∈ L 2 (R 2 ) can be approximated in D with arbitrary accuracy. We assume that a sufficiently accurate approximation of p with finitely many atoms in D is available; i.e.,
where K is the number of atoms used in the representation of p, γ k are the atom parameters and c k are the atom coefficients. 1 Throughout the discussion, T = [T x T y ] T ∈ S 1 denotes a unit-norm vector and S 1 is the unit circle in R 2 . We use the notation tT for translation vectors, where t ≥ 0 denotes the magnitude of the vector (amount of translation) and T defines the direction of translation. Then, the translation manifold M(p) of p is the set of patterns generated by translating p
We consider the squared-distance between the reference pattern p(X) and its translated version p(X − tT ). This distance is the continuous domain equivalent of the SSD measure that is widely used in registration methods. The squared-distance in the continuous domain is given by
where the notation 2 . stands for the L 2 -norm for vectors in L 2 (R 2 ) and the ℓ 2 -norm for vectors in R 2 .
1 In the practical computation of the representation of a digital image in the Gaussian dictionary, the number of atoms should be chosen such that a substantial part of the energy of the image is captured in the approximation. Atom parameters and coefficients can be computed in various ways, for instance, by using pursuit algorithms such as [15] , [19] with a redundant sampling of the Gaussian dictionary, or with DC (difference-of-convex) optimization as in [27] . 2 The notations p or p(·) are always used to refer to the L 2 -norm of p, considered as an element of the vector space of functions. Since it is then clear whether the L 2 (R 2 )-norm or the ℓ 2 -norm is meant, we denote these in the same way for simplicity of notation.
Note that in image registration, windowed versions of the image pair centered around a point of interest can be used as well as the entire images [33] . If the reference and target images are windowed around a point X 0 , the distance function becomes
where ϕ : R 2 → [0, 1] is a window function. If the window is chosen sufficiently large such that it covers the region where the reference pattern p has significant intensity as well as its translated versions p(X − tT ) for realistic values of tT , one can approximate this function with the function f (tT ) in (3.6) . In this section, we base our analysis on the non-windowed distance function f (tT ) in order to keep the derivations simple. The global minimum of f is at the origin tT = 0. Therefore, there exists a region around the origin within which the restriction of f to a ray tT a starting out from the origin along an arbitrary direction T a is an increasing function of t > 0 for all T a . This allows us to define the Single Distance Extremum Neighborhood (SIDEN) as follows.
Definition 3.1.We call the set of translation vectors
the Single Distance Extremum Neighborhood (SIDEN) of the pattern p.
Note that the origin {0} is included separately in the definition of SIDEN since the gradient of f vanishes at the origin and therefore df (tT )/dt| t=0 = 0 for all T . The SIDEN S ⊂ R 2 is an open neighborhood of the origin such that the only stationary point of f inside S is the origin. We formulate this in the following proposition. Proof. Let ∇f (tT ) = 0 for some tT ∈ S. Then, ∇ T f (tT ) = 0, which is the directional derivative of f along the direction T at tT . This gives
which implies that t = 0, as tT ∈ S. The second part ∇f (0) = 0 of the statement also holds clearly, since the global minimum of f is at 0. Proposition 3.2 can be interpreted as follows. The only local minimum of the distance function f is at the origin in S. Therefore, when a translated version p(X − tT ) of the reference pattern is aligned with p(X) with a local optimization method like a gradient descent algorithm, the local minimum achieved in S is necessarily also the global minimum.
The goal of our analysis is now the following. Given a reference pattern p, we would like to find an analytical estimation of S. However, the exact derivation of S requires the calculation of the exact zero-crossings of df (tT )/dt, which is not easy to do analytically. Instead, one can characterize the SIDEN by computing a neighborhood Q of 0 that lies completely in S; i.e., Q ⊂ S. Q can be derived by using a polynomial approximation of f and calculating, for all unit directions T , a lower bound δ T for the supremum of ω T such that ω T T is in S. This does not only provide an analytic estimation of the SIDEN, but also defines a set that is known to be completely inside the SIDEN. The regions S and Q are illustrated in Figure 3 .1.
Figure 3.1. SIDEN S is the largest open neighborhood around the origin within which the distance f is increasing along all rays starting out from the origin. Along each unit direction T , S covers points ωT T such that f (tT ) is increasing between 0 and ωT T . The estimate Q of S is obtained by computing a lower bound δT for the first zero-crossing of df (tT )/dt.
In Section 3.2 we derive Q. In particular, Q is obtained in the form of a compact analytic set and f is a differentiable function. This guarantees that, if the translation that aligns the image pair perfectly is in the set Q, the distance function f can be minimized with gradient descent algorithms; the solution converges to a local minimum of f in Q, which is necessarily the global minimum of f , resulting in a perfect alignment. Moreover, we will see in Section 5 that the knowledge of a set Q ⊂ S permits us to design a registration algorithm that can recover large translations perfectly.
Finally, as Q is obtained analytically and parametrically, it is simple to examine its variation with the low-pass filtering applied to p. This is helpful for gaining an understanding of the relation between the alignment regularity and smoothing. We study this relation in Section 3.3.
Estimation of SIDEN.
We now derive an estimation Q for the Single Distance Extremum Neighborhood S. In the following, we consider T to be a fixed unit direction in S 1 . We derive Q ⊂ S by computing a δ T which guarantees that df (tT )/dt > 0 for all 0 < t ≤ δ T . In the derivation of Q, we need a closed-form expression for df (tT )/dt. Since f is the distance between the patterns p(X) and p(X − tT ) that are represented in terms of Gaussian atoms (see Eq. 3.4), it involves the integration of the multiplication of pairs of Gaussian atoms. We will use the following proposition about the integration of the product of Gaussian atoms [29] .
where
3 is a function of the parameters of the j-th and k-th atoms. We also denote
Notice that a jk > 0 and c jk ≥ 0 since T = 1 and Σ jk , Σ −1 jk are positive definite matrices. By definition, Q jk > 0 as well. Note also that a jk and b jk are functions of the unit direction T ; however, for the sake of simplicity we avoid expressing their dependence on T explicitly in our notation.
We can now give our result about the estimation of the SIDEN. Theorem 3.4. The region Q ⊂ R 2 is a subset of the SIDEN S of the pattern p if
where δ T is the only positive root of the polynomial |α 4 |t 3 − α 3 t 2 − α 1 and
are constants depending on T and on the parameters γ k of the atoms in p.
The proof of Theorem 3.4 is given in [26, Appendix A.1] . The proof applies a Taylor expansion of df (tT )/dt and derives δ T such that df (tT )/dt is positive for all t ≤ δ T . Therefore, along each direction T , δ T constitutes a lower bound for the first zero-crossing of df (tT )/dt (see Figure 3 .1 for an illustration of δ T ). By varying T over the unit circle, one obtains a closed neighborhood Q of 0 that is a subset of S. This region can be analytically computed using only the parametric representation of p and provides an estimate for the range of translations tT over which p(X) can be exactly aligned with p(X − tT ).
Variation of SIDEN with Smoothing.
We now examine how smoothing the reference pattern p with a low-pass filter influences its SIDEN. We assume a Gaussian kernel for the filter. The Gaussian function is a commonly used kernel for low-pass filtering and its distinctive properties has made it popular in scale-space theory research [12] (see Section 6 for a more detailed discussion). We assume that p is filtered with a Gaussian kernel of the form 1 πρ 2 φ ρ (X) with unit L 1 -norm. The function φ ρ (X) = φ(Υ −1 (X)) is an isotropic Gaussian atom with scale matrix
The scale parameter ρ controls the size of the Gaussian kernel. We denote the smoothed version of the reference pattern p(X) byp(X), which is given aŝ
by linearity of the convolution operator. In order to calculatep, we use the following proposition, which gives the expression for the Gaussian atom obtained from the convolution of two Gaussian atoms [29] .
where φ γ 3 (X) = φ(σ
3 (X − τ 3 )) and the parameters of φ γ 3 (X) are given by
From Proposition 3.5, we obtain
where φγ k (X) = φ(σ
and
Hence, when p is smoothed with a Gaussian filter, the atom φ γ k (X) with coefficient c k in the original pattern p is replaced by the smoothed atom φγ k (X) with coefficient
where σ k = diag(σ x,k , σ y,k ). This shows that the change in the pattern parameters due to the filtering can be captured by substituting the scale parameters σ k withσ k and replacing the coefficients c k withĉ k . Thus, the smoothed patternp is sparsely representable in the dictionary D asp
Considering the same setting as in Section 3.1, where the target pattern p(X − tT ) is exactly a translated version of the reference pattern p(X), we now assume that both the reference and target patterns are low-pass filtered as it is typically done in hierarchical image registration algorithms. The above equations show that, when a pattern is low-pass filtered, the scale parameters of its atoms increase and the atom coefficients decrease proportionally to the filter kernel size, leading to a spatial diffusion of the image intensity function. The goal of this section is to show that this diffusion increases the volume of the SIDEN. We achieve this by analyzing the variation of the smoothed SIDEN estimateQ corresponding to the smoothed distancef
with respect to the filter size ρ. Since the smoothed pattern has the same parametric form (3.15) as the original pattern, the variation ofQ with ρ can be analyzed easily by examining the dependence of the parameters involved in the derivation ofQ on ρ. In the following, we express the terms in Section 3.2 that have a dependence on ρ with the notation(.), such aŝ a jk ,b jk ,ĉ k ,σ k . We write the terms that do not depend on ρ in the same way as before; e.g., t, T , τ k , Ψ k . Now, we can apply the result of Theorem 3.4 for the smoothed patternp(X). For a given kernel size ρ, the smoothed versionsâ jk ,b jk ,ĉ jk ,Q jk of the parameters in (3.8) can be obtained by replacing the scale parameters σ k withσ k defined in (3.13). Then, the smoothed SIDEN corresponding to ρ is given asQ = {tT : T ∈ S 1 , 0 ≤ t ≤δ T } whereδ T is the positive root of the polynomial |α 4 |t 3 −α 3 t 2 −α 1 such that
Similarly to the derivation in Section 3.2, the termsâ jk ,b jk ,ĉ jk ,Q jk are associated with the integration of the product of smoothed Gaussian atom pairs, and they appear in the closed-form expression of df (tT )/dt. We are now ready to give the following result, which summarizes the dependence of the smoothed SIDEN estimate on the filter size ρ. Theorem 3.6. Let V (Q) denote the volume (area) of the SIDEN estimateQ for the smoothed patternp. Then, the order of dependence of the volume ofQ on the filter size ρ is given by V (Q) = O(1 + ρ 2 ). Moreover, the distanceδ T of the boundary ofQ to the origin increases at a rate of O( 1 + ρ 2 ) with ρ along any direction T . Theorem 3.6 is proved in [26, Appendix A.2] . The proof is based on the examination of the order of variation ofâ jk ,b jk ,ĉ jk ,Q jk with ρ, which is then used to derive the dependence ofδ T on ρ.
Theorem 3.6 is the main result of this section. It states that the volume of the SIDEN estimate increases with the size of the filter applied on the patterns to be aligned. The theorem shows that the volume of the region of translations for which the reference patternp(X) can be perfectly aligned withp(X − tT ) using a descent method, expands at the rate O(1 + ρ 2 ) with respect to the increase in the filter size ρ. Here, the order of variation O(1 + ρ 2 ) is obtained for the estimateQ of the SIDEN. Hence, one may wonder if the volume V (Ŝ) of the SIDENŜ has the same dependence on ρ. Remembering thatQ ⊂Ŝ for all ρ, one immediate observation is that the rate of expansion ofŜ must be at least O(1 + ρ 2 ); otherwise, there would exist a sufficiently large value of ρ such thatQ is not included inŜ. One can therefore conclude that V (Ŝ) ≥ V (Q) = O(1 + ρ 2 ). Theorem 3.6 also states that the SIDEN boundary along any direction T expands at a rate of at least O( 1 + ρ 2 ). However, this only gives a lower bound for the rate of expansion ofŜ and the exact rate of expansion ofŜ may be larger. In the following, we give a few comments about the variation ofŜ with ρ.
Remark. As shown in the proof of Theorem 3.4, the derivative of the distance function f (tT ) is of the form
In order to derive S, one needs to exactly locate the smallest zero-crossing of
dt . This is not easy to do analytically due to the complicated form of the functions s jk (t), which we have handled with polynomial approximations in the derivation of Q. However, in order to gain an intuition about how the zero-crossings change with filtering, one can look at the dependence of the extrema of the two additive terms in s jk (t) on ρ. The function e −(a jk t 2 + 2 b jk t) (a jk t + b jk ) has two extrema at
and e −(a jk t 2 − 2 b jk t) (a jk t − b jk ) has two extrema at
Now replacing the original parameters a jk , b jk with their smoothed versionsâ jk ,b jk and using the result from the proof of Theorem 3.6 thatâ jk andb jk decrease at a rate of O (1 + ρ 2 ) −1 , it is easy to show that the locations of the extremaμ 0 ,μ 1 ,μ 2 ,μ 3 change with a rate of O (1 + ρ 2 ) 1/2 . One may thus conjecture that the zero-crossings of df (tT )/dt along a fixed direction T might also move at the same rate, which gives the volume ofŜ as
On the other hand, V (Ŝ) may also exhibit a different type of variation with ρ depending on the atom parameters of p. In particular, V (Ŝ) may expand at a rate greater than O(1 + ρ 2 ) for some patterns. For example, as shown in [26, Proposition 4] , there exists a threshold value ρ 0 of the filter size such that for all ρ > ρ 0 ,Ŝ = R 2 and thus V (Ŝ) = ∞ for patterns that consist of atoms with coefficients of the same sign. In addition, patterns whose atoms with positive (or negative) coefficients are dominant over the atoms with the opposite sign are likely to have this property due to their resemblance to patterns consisting of atoms with coefficients of the same sign. Theorem 3.6 describes the effect of smoothing images before alignment. One may then wonder what the optimal filter size to be applied to the patterns before alignment is, given a reference and a target pattern. Theorem 3.6 suggests that, if the target pattern is on the translation manifold of the reference pattern, applying a large filter is always preferable as it provides a large range of translations recoverable by descent algorithms. The accuracy of alignment does not change with the filter size in this noiseless setting, since a perfect alignment is always guaranteed with descent methods as long as the amount of translation is inside the SIDEN. However, the assumption that the target pattern is exactly of the form p(X − tT ) is not realistic in practice; i.e., in real image processing applications, the target image is likely to deviate from M(p) due to the noise caused by image capture conditions, imaging model characteristics, etc. Hence, we examine in Section 4 if filtering affects the accuracy of alignment when the target image deviates from M(p).
Analysis of Alignment Accuracy in Noisy Settings
. We now analyze the effect of noise and smoothing on the accuracy of the estimation of translation parameters. In general, noise causes a perturbation in the location of the global minimum of the distance function. The perturbed version of the single global minimum of the noiseless distance function f will remain in the form of a single global minimum for the noisy distance function with high probability if the noise level is sufficiently small. The noise similarly introduces a perturbation on the SIDEN as well. The exact derivation of the SIDEN in the noisy setting requires the examination of the first zero-crossings of the derivative of the noisy distance function along arbitrary directions T around its global minimum. At small noise levels, these zero-crossings are expected to be perturbed versions of the first zero-crossings of df (tT )/dT around the origin, which define the boundary of the noiseless SIDEN S. The perturbation on the zero-crossings depends on the noise level. If the noise level is sufficiently small, the perturbation on the zero-crossings will be smaller than the distance between S and its estimate Q. This is due to the fact that Q is a worst-case estimate for S and its boundary is sufficiently distant from the boundary of S in practice, which is also confirmed by the experiments in Section 5. In this case, the estimate Q obtained from the noiseless distance function f is also a subset of the noisy SIDEN. Therefore, under the small noise assumption, Q can be considered as an estimate of the noisy SIDEN as well and it can be used in the alignment of noisy images in practice. 3 Our alignment analysis in this section relies on this assumption. Since we consider that the reference and target patterns are aligned with a descent-type optimization method, the solution will converge to the global minimum of the noisy distance function in the noisy setting. The alignment error is then given by the change in the global minimum of the distance function, which we analyze now.
The selection of the noise model for the representation of the deviation of the target pattern from the translation manifold of the reference pattern depends on the imaging application. It is common practice to represent non-predictable deviations of the image intensity function from the image model with additive Gaussian noise. This noise model fits well the image intensity variations due to imperfections of the image capture system, sensor noise, etc. Meanwhile, in some settings, one may have a prior knowledge of the type of the deviation of the target image from the translation manifold of the reference image. For instance, the deviation from the translation manifold may be due to some geometric image deformations, non-planar scene structures, etc. In such settings, one may be able to bound the magnitude of the deviation of the image intensity function from the translation model. Considering these, we examine two different noise models in our analysis. We first focus on a setting where the target pattern is corrupted with respect to an analytic noise model in the continuous space L 2 (R 2 ). The analytic noise model is inspired by the i.i.d. Gaussian noise in the discrete space R n . In Section 4.1, we derive a probabilistic upper bound on the alignment error for this setting in terms of the parameters of the reference pattern and the noise model. Then, in Section 4.2, we generalize the results of Section 4.1 to arbitrary noise patterns in L 2 (R 2 ) and derive an error bound in terms of the norm of the noise pattern. In Section 4.3 we discuss how these results can be adapted to a setting where both the reference image and the target image are corrupted with noise. Lastly, the influence of smoothing the reference and target patterns on the alignment error is studied in Section 4.4.
Throughout Section 4, we use the notations (·) and (·) to refer respectively to upper and lower bounds on the variable (·). The parameters corresponding to smoothed patterns are written as(.) as in Section 3.3. The notations R (.) and C (.) are used to denote important upper bounds appearing in the main results, which are associated with the parameter in the subscript.
Derivation of an Upper
Bound for Alignment Error for Gaussian Noise. We consider the noiseless reference pattern p in (3.4) and a target pattern that is a noisy observation of a translated version of p. We assume an analytical noise model given by
where the noise units φ ξ l (X) are Gaussian atoms of scale ǫ. The coefficients ζ l and the noise atom parameters ξ l are assumed to be independent. The noise atoms are of the form
The vector δ l is the random translation parameter of the noise atom φ ξ l such that the random
the image plane, which is considered as a support region capturing a substantial part of the energy of reference and target images. The centers of the noise atoms are assumed to be uniformly distributed in this region. In order to have a realistic noise model, the number of noise units L ≫ K is considered to be a very large number and the scale ǫ > 0 of noise atoms is very small. The parameters L and ǫ will be treated as noise model constants throughout the analysis. The coefficients ζ l ∼ N (0, η 2 ) of the noise atoms are assumed to be i.i.d. with a normal distribution of variance η 2 .
The continuous-space noise model w(X) is chosen in analogy with the digital i.i.d. Gaussian noise in the discrete space R n . The single isotropic scale parameter ǫ of noise units bears resemblance to the 1-pixel support of digital noise units. The uniform distribution of the position δ l of noise units is similar to the way digital noise is defined on a uniform pixel grid. The noise coefficients ζ l have an i.i.d. normal distribution as in the digital case. If our noise model w(X) has to approximate the digital Gaussian noise in a continuous setting, the noise atom scale ǫ is chosen comparable to the pixel width and L corresponds to the resolution of the discrete image.
Let now p n be a noisy observation of p such that p n (X) = p(X) + w(X), where w and p are independent according to the noise model (4.1). We assume that the target pattern is a translated version of p n (X) so that it takes the form p n (X − tT ). Then, the noisy distance function between p(X) and p n (X − tT ) is given by
This can be written as g(tT ) = f (tT ) + h(tT ), where
3)
The function h represents the deviation of g from f . We call h the distance deviation function. The expected value of h is independent of the translation tT and given by
] is at tT = 0. However, due to the probabilistic perturbation caused by the noise w, the global minimum of g is not at tT = 0 in general. We consider g to have a single global minimum and denote its location by t 0 T 0 . However, the single global minimum assumption is not a strict hypothesis of our analysis technique; i.e., the upper bound that we derive for the distance between t 0 T 0 and the origin is still valid if g has more than one global minimum. In this case, the obtained upper bound is valid for all global minima. We now continue with the derivation of a probabilistic upper bound on the distance t 0 between the location t 0 T 0 of the global minimum of g and the location 0 of the global minimum of f . We show in [26, Appendix B.2] that t 0 satisfies the equation
for some t 1 ∈ [0, t 0 ] and t 2 ∈ [0, t 0 ]. Our derivation of an upper bound for t 0 will be based on (4.4). The above equation shows that t 0 can be upper bounded by finding a lower bound on the term
and an upper bound for the term |h(0) − h(t 0 T 0 )|. However, h is a probabilistic function; i.e., h(tT ) and its derivatives are random variables. Therefore, the upper bound that we will obtain for t 0 is a probabilistic bound given in terms of the variances of h(0) − h(t 0 T 0 ) and
In the rest of this section, we proceed as follows. First, in order to be able to bound |h(0) − h(tT )| probabilistically, in Lemma 4.1 we present an upper bound on the variance of h(0) − h(tT ). Next, in order to bound the term in (4.5), we state a lower bound for In the derivation of this upper bound, the direction T 0 of the global minimum of g is treated as an arbitrary and unknown unit-norm vector. Moreover, the variances of h(0) − h(tT ) and d 2 h(tT )/dt 2 have a complicated dependence on t, which makes it difficult to use them directly in (4.4) to obtain a bound on t 0 . In order to cope with the dependences of these terms on t and T , the upper bounds presented in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 are derived as uniform upper bounds over the closed ball of radius t 0 > 0, B t 0 (0) = {tT : T ∈ S 1 , 0 ≤ t ≤ t 0 }. The upper bounds are thus independent of tT and valid for all tT vectors in B t 0 (0). In these lemmas, the parameter t 0 is considered to be a known threshold for t 0 , such that t 0 ≤ t 0 . This parameter will be assigned a specific value in Theorem 4.4.
We begin with bounding the variance of term h(0) − h(tT ) in order to find an upper bound for the right hand side of (4.4). Let us denote ∆h(tT ) :
∆h(tT ) denote the variance of ∆h(tT ). In the following lemma, we state an upper bound on σ 2 ∆h(tT ) . Let us define beforehand the following constants for the k-th atom of p
denote the set of (j, k) indices with negative and positive coefficient products. Lemma 4.1. Let t 0 > 0, and let tT ∈ B t 0 (0). Then, the variance σ 2 ∆h(tT ) of ∆h(tT ) can be upper bounded as
Here the terms c jk and d jk are constants depending on t 0 and the atom parameters of p. In particular, c jk and d jk are bounded functions of t 0 , given in terms of exponentials of seconddegree polynomials of t 0 with negative leading coefficients.
The proof of Lemma 4.1 is presented in [26, Appendix B.4] . In the proof, a uniform upper bound c jk and a uniform lower bound d jk are derived for the additive terms 4 constituting the variance of ∆h(tT ). The exact expressions of c jk and d jk are given in Appendix A.
We have thus stated a uniform upper bound R σ 2 ∆h for the variance of ∆h(tT ) which will be used to derive an upper bound for the right hand side of (4.4) in Theorem 4.4. We now continue with the examination of the left hand side of (4.4). We begin with the term d 2 f (tT )/dt 2 . The following lemma gives a lower bound on the second derivative of the noiseless distance function f (tT ) in terms of the pattern parameters.
Lemma 4.2. The second derivative of f (tT ) along the direction T can be uniformly lower bounded for all t ∈ [0, t 0 ] and for all directions T ∈ S 1 as follows
The result of Lemma 4.2 will be used in Theorem 4.4 in order to lower bound the second derivative of f in (4.4). We now continue with the term d 2 h(tT )/dt 2 in (4.4). Let h ′′ (tT ) := d 2 h(tT )/dt 2 denote the second derivative of the deviation function h along the direction T . Since h ′′ (tT ) can take both positive and negative values, in the calculation of a lower bound for the term (4.5), we need a bound on the magnitude |h ′′ (tT )| of this term. It can be bounded probabilistically in terms of the variance of h ′′ (tT ). We thus state the following uniform upper bound on the variance of h ′′ (tT ).
Lemma 4.3. Let t 0 > 0, and let tT ∈ B t 0 (0). Then, the variance σ 2 h ′′ (tT ) of h ′′ (tT ) can be upper bounded as
Here e jk is a constant depending on the atom parameters of p; and the term f jk depends on the atom parameters of p and t 0 . In particular, e jk is given in terms of rational functions of the eigenvalues of Φ k matrices; and f jk is a bounded function of t 0 given in terms of exponentials of second-degree polynomials of t 0 with negative leading coefficients.
The proof of Lemma 4.3 is given in [26, Appendix B.7] . The proof derives uniform upper and lower bounds e jk , f jk for the additive terms 5 in the representation of σ 2 h ′′ (tT ) . The exact expressions for e jk and f jk are given in Appendix C. Now we are ready to give our main result about the bound on the alignment error. The following theorem states an upper bound on the distance between the locations of the global minima of f and g in terms of the noise standard deviation η and the atom parameters of p, provided that η is smaller a threshold η 0 . The threshold η 0 is obtained from the bounds derived in Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 such that the condition η < η 0 guarantees that the assumption t 0 < t 0 holds. In the theorem, the parameter t 0 , which is treated as a predefined threshold on t 0 in the previous lemmas, is also assigned a specific value in terms the constants r 0 , r 2 , r 3 of Lemma 4.2. Assume that for some s > √ 2, the noise standard deviation η is smaller than η 0 such that
(4.10)
Then, with probability at least 1 − 2 s 2 , the distance t 0 between the global minima of f and g is bounded as
The proof of Theorem 4.4 is given in [26, Appendix B.8] . In the proof, we make use of the upper bounds
, and the lower bound on d 2 f (tT )/dt 2 given in (4.7). The upper bound R t 0 in (4.11) shows that the alignment error increases with the increase in the noise level, since R σ ∆h and R σ h ′′ are linearly proportional to the noise standard deviation η. The increase of the error with the noise is expected. It can also be seen from (4.11) that the increase in the term r 0 , which is proportional to the second derivative of the noiseless distance f , reduces the alignment error; whereas an increase in the term R σ h ′′ , which is related to the second derivative of h, increases the error. This can be explained as follows. If f has a sharp increase around its global minimum at 0, i.e., f has a large second derivative, the location of its minimum is less affected by h. Likewise, if the distance deviation function h has a large second derivative, it introduces a larger alteration around the global minimum of f , which causes a bigger perturbation on the position of the minimum. Theorem 4.4 states a bound on t 0 under the condition that the noise standard deviation η is smaller than the threshold value η 0 , which depends on the pattern parameters (through the terms r 0 , r 2 , r 3 , t 0 ) as well as the noise parameters L and ǫ (through the terms C σ ∆h and C σ h ′′ ). The threshold η 0 thus defines an admissible noise level such that the change in the location of the global minimum of f can be properly upper bounded. This admissible noise level is derived from the condition R t 0 ≤ t 0 , which is partially due to our proof technique. However, we remark that the existence of such a threshold is intuitive in the sense that it states a limit on the noise power in comparison with the signal power. Note also that the denominator r 0 − s R σ h ′′ of R t 0 should be positive, which also yields a condition on the noise level η < η
However, this condition is already satisfied due to the hypothesis η ≤ η 0 of the theorem, since η 0 < η ′ 0 from (4.10). Lastly, the fact that the theoretical upper bound tends to infinity at large values of the noise level should be interpreted in the way that the alignment error bound is not informative at high noise levels. This is mainly because when the noise level gets too high, the noise component becomes the determining factor in the estimation of the translation parameters rather than the noiseless component of the image. As this estimate is unreliable, no theoretical guarantee can be obtained for the performance of registration algorithms.
Generalization of the Alignment Error
Bound to Arbitrary Noise Models. Here, we generalize the results of the previous section in order to derive an alignment error bound for arbitrary noise patterns. In general, the characteristics of the noise pattern vary depending on the imaging application. In particular, while the noise pattern may have high correlation with the reference pattern in some applications (e.g., noise resulting from geometric deformations of the pattern), its correlation with the reference pattern may be small in some other settings where the noise stems from a source that does not depend on the image. We thus focus on two different scenarios. In the first and general setting, we do not make any assumption on the noise characteristics and bound the alignment error in terms of the norm of the noise pattern. Then, in the second setting, we consider that the noise pattern has small correlation with the points on the translation manifold of the reference pattern and show that the alignment error bound can be made sharper in this case.
We assume that the reference pattern p(X) is noiseless and we write the target pattern as p g (X − tT ), where p g (X) = p(X) + z(X) is a generalized noisy observation of p such that z ∈ L 2 (R 2 ) is an arbitrary noise pattern. Then, the generalized noisy distance function is
and the generalized deviation function is h g = g g (tT ) − f (tT ). Let us call u 0 U 0 the point where g g has its global minimum. Then the distance between the global minima of g g and f is given by u 0 . We begin with the first setting and state a generic bound for the alignment error u 0 in terms of the norm of the noise ν := z . In our main result, we denote by R p := p the norm of the pattern p, and make use of an upper bound R p ′′ for the norm d 2 p(· + tT )/dt 2 of the second derivative of p(X + tT ). It has been derived in terms of the atom parameters of p in [26, Lemma 4] . We state below our generalized alignment error result for arbitrary noise patterns.
Theorem 4.5. Let t 0 be defined as in (4.9) . Assume that the norm ν of z is smaller than ν 0 such that
where r 0 is the constant in Lemma 4.2. Then, the distance u 0 between the global minima of f and g g is bounded as
Theorem 4.5 is proved in [26, Appendix C.2]. The theorem states an upper bound on the alignment error for the general case where the only information used about the noise pattern is its norm. The alignment error bound R u 0 is a generalized and deterministic version of the probabilistic bound R t 0 derived for the Gaussian noise model. In the proof of the theorem, the change h g (0) − h g (u 0 U 0 ) in the deviation function is bounded by 4R p ν. The second derivative of the noiseless distance function f is captured by r 0 as in the Gaussian noise case. Finally, the term 2R p ′′ ν bounds the second derivative of the deviation h g . Based on these, the above result is obtained by following similar steps as in Section 4.1.
We now continue with the second setting where the noise pattern z has small correlation with the points on the translation manifold M(p) of p. We characterize the correlation of two patterns with their inner product. Assume that a uniform correlation upper bound r pz is available such that
for all t and T . The following corollary builds on Theorem 4.5 and states that the bound on the alignment error can be made sharper if the correlation bound is sufficiently small. Corollary 4.6. Let t 0 be defined as in (4.9) and let a uniform upper bound r pz for the correlation be given such that r pz < t Then, the distance u 0 between the global minima of f and g g is bounded as
The proof of Corollary 4.6 is given in [26, Appendix C.3] . One can observe that the alignment error bound Q u 0 approaches zero as the uniform correlation bound approaches zero. Therefore, if r pz is sufficiently small, Q u 0 will be smaller than the general bound R u 0 . This shows that, regardless of the noise level, the alignment error is close to zero if the noise pattern z is almost orthogonal to the translation manifold M(p) of the reference pattern.
Remark. In the alignment error bounds derived in this paper, we assume that entire images are used in the registration rather than windowed regions in the reference and target images. If the reference and target images are windowed in an image registration application, this also causes a perturbation in the distance function, in addition to the perturbation caused by the image noise. In [26, Appendix C.4], we examine how windowing affects the alignment error. The analysis in [26, Appendix C.4] shows that the increase in the alignment error due to windowing can be mitigated by choosing a window function with a sufficiently slow variation.
4.3. Adaptation of the error bounds for two-sided noise models. Throughout our analysis, we have assumed that the reference image is noiseless and the image noise (w or z) acts only on the target image. However, in practice the reference image can also be contaminated with noise. We now discuss how our results can be adapted to this case.
First, it is easy to show that one gets exactly the same error bounds if the noisy distance function g(tT ) in (4.2) is slightly modified as
This corresponds to the situation where the target image p(X − tT ) + w(X) is first translated and then corrupted by the additive noise w. Now, if the reference and the target images are corrupted respectively with the noise instances w 1 and w 2 , the distance between the reference image p(X) + w 1 (X) and the target image p(X − tT ) + w 2 (X) is given by
One can observe that this distance function is the same as the distance function in (4.17) with w = w 2 − w 1 . Therefore, if w 1 and w 2 have identical distributions conforming to the Gaussian noise model in (4.1), the compound noise w = w 2 − w 1 can also be represented with the same model such that the number of atoms L is twice the number of atoms in w 1 and w 2 , and the other model parameters are the same. Hence, one can easily adapt the main result in Theorem 4.4 to obtain an alignment error bound for the two-sided noise model. We observe from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 that doubling the number of atoms L would increase the terms C σ ∆h , C σ h ′′ , R σ ∆h , R σ h ′′ by a factor of √ 2. The alignment error bound for the two-sided Gaussian noise model is thus given as
which holds for the admissible noise threshold
with the same probability as in Theorem 4.4. Next, the analysis in Section 4.2 for arbitrary noise patterns can also be adapted to the two-sided noise assumption in a similar way. The distance function between the noisy reference pattern p(X) + z 1 (X) and the noisy target pattern p(X − tT ) + z 2 (X) is equal to
where z(X) = z 2 (X) − z 1 (X). If the norms of z 1 and z 2 are bounded by ν, the norm of z is bounded by 2ν by the triangle inequality. Increasing the norm of the noise level ν by a factor of 2 in Theorem 4.5, we get the following alignment error bound for the two-sided noise model
Influence of Filtering on Alignment Error.
In this section, we examine how the alignment error resulting from the image noise is affected when the reference and target patterns are low-pass filtered. We consider the Gaussian kernel We begin with the Gaussian noise model w(X). The filtered reference patternp(X) and the filtered noisy observationp n (X) of the reference pattern are given bŷ
Remember from Section 3.3 that the rotation and translation parameters of the atoms ofp(X) do not depend on ρ; and the scale matrices vary with ρ such thatσ 2 k = σ 2 k + Υ 2 . The parameters of the smoothed noise atoms can be obtained similarly to the parameters of the atoms inp; i.e., φξ l (X) = φ Ê −1 (X − δ l ) , whereÊ 2 = E 2 + Υ 2 . This gives the scale parameter of smoothed noise atoms, which is written aŝ
(4.18)
The smoothed noise coefficients are given byζ l = ζ l |E|/|Ê| = ζ l ǫ 2 /(ǫ 2 + ρ 2 ). Since all the coefficients ζ l are multiplied by a factor of ǫ 2 /(ǫ 2 + ρ 2 ), the variance of the smoothed noise atom coefficients isη
As the noise atom units are considered to have very small scale, one can assume first that ρ ≫ ǫ for typical values of the filter size ρ. Then the relations in (4.18) and (4.19) give the joint variations ofǫ andη with η and ρ aŝ
We now state the dependence of the boundR t 0 on ρ and η in the following main result.
Theorem 4.7. The joint variation of the alignment error boundR t 0 for the smoothed image pair with respect to η and ρ is given bŷ
Therefore, for a fixed noise level,R t 0 increases at a rate of O ρ 3/2 (1 − ρ) −1/2 with the increase in the filter size ρ. Similarly, for a fixed filter size, the rate of increase ofR t 0 with the noise standard deviation η is O η 1/2 (1 − η) −1/2 .
The proof of Theorem 4.7 is presented in [26, Appendix D.2]. The stated result is obtained by using the relations in (4.20) to determine how the termsR σ ∆h ,r 0 ,R σ h ′′ in the expression ofR t 0 vary with ρ and η. We omit the constants in the variation of the error bound for the sake of simplicity. However, due to the relations (4.6) and (4.8), the constants multiplying the noise level parameter η in the numerator and the denominator are respectively related with the parameters C σ ∆h and C σ h ′′ . Similarly, the positive constant in the denominator is associated with the parameter r 0 .
Theorem 4.7 constitutes the summary of our analysis about the effect of filtering on the alignment accuracy for the Gaussian noise model. While the aggravation of the alignment error with the increase in the noise level is an intuitive result, the theorem states that filtering the patterns under the presence of noise decreases the accuracy of alignment as well. Remember that this is not the case for noiseless patterns. The result of the theorem can be interpreted as follows. Smoothing the reference and target patterns diffuses the perturbation on the distance function, which is likely to cause a bigger shift in the minimum of the distance function and hence reduce the accuracy of alignment. The estimationR t 0 = O ρ 3/2 (1 − ρ) −1/2 of the alignment error suggests that the dependence of the error on ρ is between linear and quadratic for small values of ρ, whereas it starts to increase more dramatically when ρ takes larger values. Similarly,R t 0 is proportional to the square root of η for small η and it increases at a sharper rate as η grows.
Next, we look at the variation of the boundsR u 0 andQ u 0 for arbitrary noise patterns, which are respectively obtained for the general and small-correlation cases. We present the following theorem, which is the counterpart of Theorem 4.7 for arbitrary noise models. 
with the noise level ν and the filter size ρ. Therefore, for a fixed noise level, the errorsR u 0 andQ u 0 increase at a rate of O (1 + ρ 2 ) 1/2 with the increase in the filter size ρ. Similarly, for a fixed filter size,R u 0 andQ u 0 increase at a rate of O ν 1/2 (1 − ν) −1/2 with respect to the noise norm ν. The proof of Theorem 4.8 is given in [26, Appendix E.1]. The dependence of the generalized boundsR u 0 andQ u 0 on the noise norm ν is the same as the dependence ofR t 0 on η. However, the variation ofR u 0 andQ u 0 with ρ is seen to be slightly different from that ofR t 0 . This stems from the difference between the two models. In the generalized noise model z, we have treated the norm ν of z as a known fixed number and we have characterized the alignment error in terms of ν. On the other hand, w is a probabilistic Gaussian noise model; therefore, it is not possible to bound its norm with a fixed parameter. For this reason, the alignment error for w has been derived probabilistically in terms of the standard deviations of the involved parameters. Since the filter size ρ affects the norm of z and the standard deviations of the terms related to w in different ways, it has a different effect on these two type of alignment error bounds. The reason why the two error bounds have the same kind of dependence on the noise level parameters η and ν can be explained similarly. The standard deviations of the terms related to w have a simple linear dependence on η, which is the same as the dependence of the counterparts of these terms in the generalized model on ν. 
Experiments.

Evaluation of Alignment Regularity Analysis.
We first evaluate our theoretical results about SIDEN estimation with an experiment that compares the estimated SIDEN to the true SIDEN. We generate a reference pattern consisting of 40 randomly selected Gaussian atoms with random coefficients, and choose a random unit direction T for pattern displacement. Then, we determine the distanceω T of the true SIDEN boundary from the origin along T , and compare it to its estimationδ T for a range of filter sizes ρ (With an abuse of notation, the parameter denoted asω T here corresponds in fact to supω T in the definition of SIDEN in (3.7) ). The distanceω T is computed by searching the first zero-crossing of df (tT )/dt numerically, while its estimateδ T is computed according to Theorem 3.4. We repeat the experiment 300 times with different random reference patterns p and directions T and average the results of the cases where df (tT )/dt has zero-crossings for all values of ρ (i.e., 56% of the tested cases). The distanceω T and its estimationδ T are plotted in Figure 5 .1. The figure shows thatδ T has an approximately linear dependence on ρ. This is an expected behavior, sinceδ T = O (1 + ρ 2 ) 1/2 ≈ O(ρ) for large ρ. The estimateδ T is smaller thanω T since it is a lower bound forω T . Its variation with ρ is seen to capture well the relative variations of the true SIDEN boundaryω T with ρ.
Evaluation of Alignment Accuracy Analysis.
We now present experimental results evaluating the alignment error bounds derived in Section 4. We conduct the experiments on reference and target patterns made up of Gaussian atoms, where the target pattern is generated by corrupting the reference pattern with noise and applying a random translation tT . In all experiments, an estimation t e T e of tT is computed by aligning the reference and target images with a gradient descent algorithm 6 , which gives the experimental alignment error as tT − t e T e . The experimental error is then compared to the theoretical bounds derived in Section 4.
Gaussian noise model.
In the first set of experiments, we evaluate the results for the Gaussian noise model. We compare the experimental alignment error to the theoretical bound given in Theorem 4.4. 7 In all experiments, the parameter s in Theorem 4.4, which controls the probability, is chosen such that t 0 < R t 0 holds with probability greater than 0.5. For each reference pattern, the experiment is repeated for a range of values for noise variances η 2 and filter sizes ρ. The maximum value of the noise standard deviation is taken as the admissible noise level η 0 in Theorem 4.4. 6 In the computation of teTe, in order to be able to handle large translations, before the optimization with gradient descent we first do a coarse preregistration of the reference and target images with a search on a coarse grid in the translation parameter domain, whose construction is explained in Section 5.3. The results in Figure 5 .2 show that, although the theoretical upper bound is pessimistic (which is due to the fact that the bound is a worst-case analysis), the variation of the experimental value of the alignment error as a function of the filter size is in agreement with that of the theoretical bound. The experimental behavior of the error conforms to the theoretical predictionR t 0 ≈ O ρ 3/2 (1 − ρ) −1/2 of Theorem 4.7. Next, the plots of Figure 5 .3 suggest that the variation of the theoretical bound R t 0 as a function of η is consistent with the result of Theorem 4.7, which can be approximated asR t 0 ≈ O( √ η) for small values of η. On the other hand, the experimental value of the alignment error seems to exhibit a more linear behavior. However, this type of dependence is not completely unexpected. Theorem 4.7 predicts that R t 0 is of O( √ η) for small η; and O η 1/2 (1 − η) −1/2 for large η, while the experimental value of the error can be rather described as tT − t e T e = O(η), which is between these two orders of variation. In order to examine the dependence of the error on η in more detail, we have repeated the same experiments with much higher values of η. The experimental alignment error is given in Figure 5 .4, where the error is plotted with respect to the noise standard deviation in Figure 5 .4(a) and the filter size in Figure 5 .4(b). The maximum noise level η = 19 in this experiments corresponds to an SNR of approximately -22.5 dB. The results show that, at high noise levels, the variation of the error with η indeed increases above the linear rate O(η). The noise levels tested in this high-noise experiment are beyond the admissible noise level derived in Theorem 4.4; therefore, we cannot apply Theorem 4.4 directly in this experiment. However, in view of Theorem 4.7, which states that the error is of O η 1/2 (1 − η) −1/2 , these results can be interpreted to provide a numerical justification of our theoretical finding: at relatively high noise levels, the error is expected to increase with η at a sharply increasing rational function rate above the linear rate. The variation of the error with ρ at high noise levels plotted in Figure 5 .4(b) is seen to be similar to that of the previous experiments. We now evaluate our alignment accuracy results under Gaussian noise on face and digit images. First, the reference face pattern is obtained by approximating the face image shown in Figure 5 .5(a) with 50 Gaussian atoms. The average atom coefficient magnitude of the show that the experimental and theoretical errors have a similar variation with respect to ρ. The dependence of the error on ρ in these experiments seems to be different from that of the previous experiment of Figure 5 .2. Although the theory predicts the variationR t 0 = O ρ 3/2 (1 − ρ) −1/2 , this result is average and approximate. The exact variation of the error with ρ may change between different individual patterns, as the constants of the variation function are determined by the actual pattern parameters. The similarity between the plots for the analytical and digital noise models suggests that the noise model w used in this study provides a good approximation for the digital Gaussian noise, which is often encountered in digital imaging applications. In [26] , the alignment error for face and digit patterns is also plotted with respect to η, and the results are similar to those of the previous experiment with random patterns.
Generic noise model.
In the second set of experiments we evaluate the results of Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.6 for the generic noise model z. In each experiment, the target patterns are generated by corrupting the reference pattern p with a noise pattern z and by applying random translations in the range tT x , tT y ∈ [−4, 4]. In order to study the effect of the correlation between z and the points on M(p) on the actual alignment error and on its theoretical bound, we consider two different settings. In the first setting, the noise pattern z is chosen as a pattern that has high correlation with p. In particular, z is constructed with a subset of the atoms used in p with the same coefficients. The general bound R u 0 is used in this setting. In the second setting, the noise z is constructed with randomly selected Gaussian atoms so that it has small correlation with p. The bound Q u 0 for the small correlation case is used in the second setting, where the correlation parameter r pz in (4.14) is computed numerically for obtaining the theoretical error bound. In both cases, the atom coefficients of z are normalized such that the norm ν of z is below the admissible noise level ν 0 . The theoretical bounds 8 are then compared to the experimental errors for different values of the filter size ρ and the noise level ν.
We conduct the experiment on the random patterns used above, in Figures 5.2-5.4 . The noise pattern z is constructed with 10 atoms. The average alignment errors are plotted with respect to the filter size ρ in Figure 5 .7. The noise levels ν = 0.0099 and ν = 0.28 correspond respectively to the approximate SNRs of 65.7 dB and 36.7 dB. The plots in Figure 5 .7 show that the variation of the theoretical upper bounds with ρ fits well the behavior of the actual error in both settings. The results are in accordance with Theorem 4.8, which states thatR u 0 andQ u 0 are of O((1 + ρ 2 ) 1/2 ). The results of the experiment show thatQ u 0 is less pessimistic thanR u 0 as an upper bound since it makes use of the information of the maximum correlation between z and the points on M(p). Moreover, comparing Figures 5.7(b) and 5.7(d) we see that, when a bound r pz on the correlation is known, the admissible noise level increases significantly (from around ν 0 = 0.01 to ν 0 = 0.28). The plots of the errors with respect to ν are also available in [26] ; in short, they show that the variation of the alignment error with ν bears resemblance to its variation with η observed in the previous experiment of Figure 5 .3. This is an expected result, as it has been seen in Theorem 4.8 that the dependences ofR u 0 andQ u 0 on ν are the same as the dependence ofR t 0 on η. These plots show also that, at the same noise level, the actual alignment error is slightly smaller when z has small correlation with the points on M(p). In [26] , this experiment is also repeated with the face and digit patterns, with results that are similar to those obtained with random test patterns.
The overall conclusion of the experiments is that increasing the filter kernel size results in a bigger alignment error when the target image deviates from the translation manifold of the reference image due to noise. The results show also that the theoretical bounds for the alignment error capture well the order of dependence of the actual error on the noise level and the filter size, for both the Gaussian noise model and the generalized noise model. Also, the knowledge of the correlation between the noise pattern and the translated versions of the reference pattern is useful for improving the theoretical bound for the alignment error in the general setting. Although the actual values of the theoretical upper bounds are quite pessimistic, they are roughly the same as the actual alignment errors up to a multiplicative factor. In a practical image registration application, the value of this factor can be numerically estimated. The normalization of the theoretical bounds with this factor then yields an accurate model for the multiscale alignment error.
Application:
Design of an optimal registration algorithm. We now demonstrate the usage of our SIDEN estimate in the construction of a grid in the translation parameter domain that is used for image registration. In Section 3.2, we have derived a set Q of translation vectors that can be correctly computed by minimizing the distance function with descent methods, where Q is a subset of the SIDEN S corresponding to the noiseless distance function. As discussed in the beginning of Section 4, in noisy settings, one can assume that Q is also a subset of the perturbed SIDEN corresponding to the noisy distance function, provided that the noise level is sufficiently small. Therefore the estimate Q can be used in the registration of both noiseless and noisy images; small translations that are inside Q can be recovered with gradient descent minimization. However, the perfect alignment guarantee is lost for relatively large translations that are outside Q and the descent method may terminate in a local minimum other than the global minimum. Hence, in order to overcome this problem, we propose to construct a grid in the translation parameter domain and estimate large translations with the help of the grid. In particular, we describe a grid design procedure such that any translation vector tT lies inside the SIDEN of at least one grid point. Such a grid guarantees the recovery of the translation parameters if the distance function is minimized with a gradient descent method that is initialized with the grid points. In order to have a perfect recovery guarantee, each one of the grid points must be tested. However, as this is computationally costly, we use the following two-stage optimization instead, which offers a good compromise with respect to the accuracy-complexity tradeoff. First, we search for the grid vector that gives the smallest distance between the image pair, which results in a coarse alignment. Then, we refine the alignment with a gradient descent method initialized with this grid vector. In practice, this method is quite likely to give the optimal solution, which has been the case in all of our simulations.
We now explain the construction of the grid. First, notice from (3.8) that a jk (T ) = a jk (−T ) and b jk (T ) = −b jk (−T ). Therefore, the function s jk (t) given in (3.18) is the same for T and −T by symmetry. As Q jk does not depend on T , from the form of df (tT )/dt in (3.17) we have df (tT )/dt = df (−tT )/dt. Hence, the SIDEN is symmetric with respect to the origin. It is also easy to check that the estimation δ T of the SIDEN boundary along the direction T satisfies δ T = δ −T . One can easily determine a grid unit in the form of a parallelogram that lies completely inside the estimate Q of the SIDEN and tile the (tT x , tT y )-plane with these grid units. This defines a regular grid in the (tT x , tT y )-plane such that each point of the plane lies inside the SIDEN of at least one grid point. Note that the complexity of image registration based on a grid search is given by the number of grid points. In our case, the number of grid points is determined by the area of Q; and therefore, the alignment complexity depends on the well-behavedness of the distance function f . In particular, as V (Q) increases with the filter size, the area of the grid units expand at the rate O(1 + ρ 2 ) and the number of grid points decrease at the rate O (1 + ρ 2 ) −1 with ρ. Therefore, the alignment complexity with the proposed method is of O (1 + ρ 2 ) −1 .
The construction of a regular grid in this manner is demonstrated for the image of the "5" digit used in the experiments of Section 5.2. In Figure 5 .8(a), the reference pattern and its translated versions corresponding to the neighboring grid points in the first and second directions of sampling are shown. In Figure 5 .8(b), the reference pattern is shown when smoothed with a filter of size ρ = 0.15, as well as the neighboring patterns in the smoothed grid. The original grid and the smoothed grid for ρ = 0.15 are displayed in Figures 5.9(a) and 5.9(b) , where the SIDEN estimates Q,Q and the grid units are also plotted. One can observe that smoothing the pattern is helpful for obtaining a coarser grid that reduces the computational complexity of image registration in hierarchical methods. The corresponding distance functions f (tT ) andf (tT ) are plotted in Figure 5 .10, which shows that smoothing eliminates undesired local extrema of the distance function and therefore expands the SIDEN. Then, in order to demonstrate the relation between alignment complexity and filtering, we build multiresolution grids corresponding to different filter sizes and plot the variation of the number of grid points with the filter size. The results obtained with the random patterns and the face and digit patterns used in Section 5.2 are presented in Figure 5 .11. The results show that the number of grid points decreases monotonically with the filter size, as predicted by Theorem 3.6, which suggests that the number of grid points must be of O (1 + ρ 2 ) −1 .
The performance guarantee of this two-stage registration approach is confirmed by the experiments of Section 5.2, which use this registration scheme. In the plots of , where the coarse alignment in each experiment is done with the help of a grid adapted to the filter size using the grid design procedure explained above, we see that the proposed registration technique results in an alignment error of 0 for the noiseless case (η = 0 or ν = 0) for all values of the filter size ρ. These alignment error results, together with the grid size plots of Figure 5 .11, show that increasing the filter size reduces the alignment complexity while retaining the perfect alignment guarantee in the noiseless case. Figures 5.2-5.7 show also that the proposed grid can be successfully used in noisy settings. The alignment error in these experiments stems solely from the change in the global minimum of the distance function due to noise, and not from the grid; otherwise, we would observe much higher alignment errors that are comparable to the distance between neighboring grid points. This confirms that the estimate Q remains in the perturbed SIDEN and its usage does not lead to an additional alignment error if the noise level is relatively small.
Finally, we note that, due to the computations needed for obtaining the SIDEN estimates, the construction of an optimal grid that is specifically adapted to a reference image is favorable especially in an application where the reference image is fixed and various target images are to be aligned with it. In an application where target images are aligned with different reference images, a more practical solution may be preferred by constructing a non-adaptive, "average" grid. One may, for instance, compute the SIDEN estimates for some typical patterns that have similar properties (e.g. frequency characteristics, size, support) with the reference images at hand and construct a non-adaptive grid based on these typical SIDEN estimates. The multiscale version of this grid can then be computed by adjusting the grid density to match a rate of O((1 + ρ 2 ) −1 ) as discussed previously.
Discussion of Results.
The results of our analysis show that smoothing improves the regularity of alignment by increasing the range of translation values that are computable with descent-type methods. However, in the presence of noise, smoothing has a negative influence on the accuracy of alignment as it amplifies the alignment error caused by the image noise; and this increases with the increase in the filter size. Therefore, considering the computation cost -accuracy tradeoff, the optimal filter size in image alignment with descent methods must be chosen by taking into account the deviation between the target pattern and the translation manifold of the reference pattern; i.e., the expected noise level.
Our study constitutes a theoretical justification of the principle behind hierarchical registration techniques that use local optimizers. Coarse scales are favorable at the beginning of the alignment as they permit the computation of large translation amounts with low complexity using simple local optimizers; however, over-filtering decreases the accuracy of alignment as the target image is in general not exactly a translated version of the reference image. This is compensated for at finer scales where less filtering is applied, thus avoiding the amplification of the alignment error resulting from noise. Since images are already roughly registered at coarse scales, at fine scales the remaining increment to be added to the translation parameters for fine-tuning the alignment is small; it can be achieved at a relatively low complexity in a small search region.
In the following, we first take these observations one step further to sketch some rules for designing a coarse-to-fine registration algorithm that recovers the correct translation parameters. Next, we discuss the links between our results and previous works.
6.1. Design of hierarchical registration algorithms. Consider a descent-type coarse-tofine registration method that computes the translation parameters by aligning smoothed versions of the image pair with a series of low-pass filters of size ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ n such that the initial solution in stage k is taken as the estimate obtained in the previous stage k − 1. Let t * T * denote the optimal translation vector that best aligns the reference image and the target image; i.e., the target image is a noisy observation of the translated version p(X − t * T * ) of the reference image p(X). We now state some conditions under which such a registration algorithm converges for the Gaussian noise model and the generic noise model.
Gaussian noise model. Let the noise level η be upper bounded inversely proportionally to the amount of translation t * between the reference and target images
Then, if the size ρ 1 of the filter in the first stage is chosen proportionally to the amount of translation t * such that
and if the filter sizes ρ k−1 , ρ k in adjacent stages are selected such that
then the hierarchical registration algorithm converges to the correct solution t * T * .
Generic noise model. Assume that the noise level ν is below some sufficiently small constant threshold. If the filter size ρ 1 in the first stage is chosen proportionally to t * such that
and if the filter sizes in adjacent stages are selected such that
These results are derived in [26, Appendix F] . The proposed strategies to select the filter size ρ k for both noise models ensure that the SIDEN in stage k is sufficiently large to correct the alignment error of the previous stage k − 1. The bounds on the noise levels then guarantee that the alignment error decays gradually to zero during the hierarchical alignment.
It is interesting to compare the conditions (6.1) and (6.2) to common filter selection strategies used in practice. The filter size update relations in (6.1) and (6.2) can be approximated 9 in the form ρ k ≈ C ρ k−1 . This is consistent with the practical filter size selection strategy ρ k = 1/2 ρ k−1 , which is used quite commonly in hierarchical registration and optical flow estimation algorithms. Our results imply, however, that the noise level must be taken into account in the selection of the filter size reduction factor C, such that C should be set to a larger value if the noise level is higher.
6.2. Comparison of results with previous studies. We now interpret the findings of our work in comparison with some previous results. We start with the article [21] by Robinson et al., which studies the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) of the registration. Since the CRLB is related to the inverse of the Fisher information matrix (FIM) J, the authors suggest to use the trace of J −1 as a general lower bound for the MSE of the translation estimation. Therefore, the square root of tr(J −1 ) can be considered as a lower bound for the alignment error. It has been shown in [21] that tr(J −1 ) = O(η), where η is the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise. In fact, this result tells that the alignment error with any estimator is lower bounded by O(η), i.e., its dependence on the noise level is at least linear. Meanwhile, our study, which focuses on estimators that minimize the SSD with local optimizers, concludes that the alignment error is at most O( η/(1 − η)) for these estimators. Notice that for small
due to the sharply increasing rational function form of the bound. Therefore, the result in [21] and our results are consistent and complementary, pointing together to the fact that the error of an estimator performing a local optimization of the SSD must lie between O(η) and O( η/(1 − η)). Note also that, as it has been seen in the experiments of Figure 5 .4(a), the error of this type of estimators may indeed increase with η at a rate above O(η) in practice, as predicted by our upper bound. Next, as for the effect of filtering on the estimation accuracy, the authors of [21] experimentally observe that tr(J −1 ) decreases as the image bandwidth increases, which suggests that the lower bound on the MSE of a translation estimator is smaller when the image has more high-frequency components. This is stated more formally in [20] . It is shown that the estimation of the x component of the translation has variance larger than η 2 / (∂ x p(·)) 2 2 , and similarly for the y component, where ∂ x p(X) = ∂p(X)/∂x is the partial derivative of the pattern p with respect to the spatial variable x. 10 Therefore, as smoothing decreases the norm of the partial derivatives of the pattern, it leads to an increase in the variance of the estimation. These observations are also consistent with our theoretical results. Next, we discuss some results from the recent article [22] , which presents a continuousdomain noise analysis of block-matching. The blocks are assumed to be corrupted with additive Gaussian noise and the disparity estimate is given by the global minimum of the noisy 9 The more precise condition on the noise level
assures that the SIDEN at stage k is sufficiently large, while it can also be shown to retain the convergence guarantee.
10 This bound is obtained by assuming Gaussian noise on both reference and target patterns and employing CRLB.
distance function as in our work. Although there are differences in their setting and ours, such as the horizontal and non-constant disparity field assumption in [22] , it is interesting to compare their results with ours. We consider the disparity of the block to be constant in [22] , such that it fits our global translation assumption. In [22] , an analysis of the deviation between the estimated disparity and the true disparity is given, which is similar to the distance t 0 between the global minima of f and g in our work. Sticking to the notation of our text, let us denote this deviation by t 0 . In Theorem 3.2 of [22] , t 0 is estimated as the sum of three error terms, where the variances of the first and second terms are respectively of O(η 2 ) and O(η 4 ) with respect to the noise standard deviation η. These two terms are stated as dominant noise terms. Then, the third term represents the high-order Taylor terms of some approximations made in the derivations, which however depends on the value of t 0 itself. As the overall estimation of t 0 is formulated using the term t 0 itself, their main result is interesting especially for small values of t 0 , since the third term is then negligible. It can be concluded from [22] that t 0 ≈ O(η + η 2 + H.O.), where H.O. represents high-order terms. This result is consistent with the CRLB of t 0 in [21] stating that t 0 is at least of O(η), and our upper bound O( √ η/ √ 1 − η). The analysis in [22] and ours can be compared in the following way. First, since our derivation is rather rigorous and does not neglect high-order terms, these terms manifest themselves in the rational function form of the resulting bound. Meanwhile, they are represented as H.O. and not explicitly examined in the estimation O(η + η 2 + H.O.) in [22] . For small η, this result can be approximated as t 0 = O(η), while our result states that t 0 ≤ O( √ η). As √ η > η for small η, this also gives a consistent comparison since our estimation is an upper bound and the one in [22] is not. Indeed, the experimental results in [22] suggest that their derivation gives a slight underestimation of the error. Lastly, our noise analysis treats the image alignment problem in a multiscale setting and analyzes the joint variation of the error with the noise level η and the filter size ρ, whereas the study in [22] only concentrates on the relation between the error and the noise level. Finally, we mention some facts from scale-space theory [12] , which may be useful for the interpretation of our findings regarding the variation of the SIDEN with the filter size ρ. The scale-space representation of a signal is given by convolving it with kernels of variable scale. The most popular convolution kernel is the Gaussian kernel, as it has been shown that under some "well-behavedness" constraints, it is the unique kernel for generating a scale-space. An important result in scale-space theory is [30] , which states that the number of local extrema of a 1-D function is a decreasing function of ρ. This provides a mathematical characterization of the well-known smoothing property of the Gaussian kernel. However, it is known that this cannot be generalized to higher-dimensional signals; e.g., there are no nontrivial kernels on R 2 with the property of never introducing new local extrema when the scale increases [12] . One interesting result that can possibly be related to our analysis is about the density of local extrema of a signal as a function of scale. In order to gain an intuition about the behavior of local extrema, the variation of the local extrema is examined in [12] for 1-D continuous white noise and fractal noise processes. It has been shown that the expected density of the local minima of these signals decreases at rate ρ −1 . In the estimation of the SIDEN in our work, we have analyzed how the first zero crossing of df (tT )/dt along a direction T around the origin varies with the scale. Therefore, what we have examined is the distancef between the scale spacep(X) of an image and the scale spacep(X − tT ) of its translated version. Since this is different from the scale-space of the distance function f itself, it is not possible to compare the result in [12] directly to ours. However, we can observe the following. Restrictingf to a specific direction T a so that we have a 1-D functionf (tT a ) of t as in [12] , our estimation for the stationary point off (tT a ) closest to the origin expands at a rate of O((1 + ρ 2 ) 1/2 ), which is O(ρ) for large ρ. One can reasonably expect this distance to be roughly inversely proportional to the density of the local extrema off . This leads to the conclusion that the density of the distance extrema is expected to be around O(ρ −1 ), which interestingly matches the density obtained in [12] .
7. Conclusion. We have presented a theoretical analysis of image alignment with descenttype local minimizers, where we have specifically focused on the effect of low-pass filtering and noise on the regularity and accuracy of alignment. First, we have examined the problem of aligning with gradient descent a reference and a target pattern that differ by a two-dimensional translation. We have derived a lower bound for the range of translations for which the reference pattern can be exactly aligned with its translated versions, and investigated how this region varies with the filter size when the images are smoothed. Our finding is that the volume of this region increases quadratically with the filter size, showing that smoothing the patterns improves the regularity of alignment. Then, we have considered a setting with noisy target images and examined Gaussian noise and arbitrary noise patterns, which may find use in different imaging applications. We have derived a bound for the alignment error and searched the dependence of the error on the noise level and the filter size. Our main results state that the alignment error bound is proportional to the square root of the noise level at small noise, whereas this order of dependence increases at larger noise levels. More interestingly, the alignment error is also significantly affected by the filter size. The probabilistic error bound obtained with the Gaussian noise model has been seen to increase with the filter size at a sharply increasing rational function rate, whereas the deterministic bound obtained for arbitrary noise patterns of deterministic norm increases approximately linearly with the filter size. These theoretical findings are also confirmed by experiments. To the best of our knowledge, none of the previous works about image registration has studied the alignment regularity problem. Meanwhile, our alignment accuracy analysis is consistent with previous results, provides a more rigorous treatment, and studies the problem in a multiscale setting unlike the previous works. The results of our study show that, in multiscale image registration, filtering the images with large filter kernels improves the alignment regularity in early phases, while the use of smaller filters improves the accuracy at later phases. From this aspect, our estimations of the regularity and accuracy of alignment in terms of the noise and filter parameters provide insight for the principles behind hierarchical registration techniques and may find use in the design of efficient, low-complexity registration algorithms. Appendix B. Exact expressions for r 0 , r 2 and r 3 . We now give the expressions for the terms r 0 , r 2 and r 3 used in Lemma 4.2. Let r 0 be the smaller eigenvalue of the following positive definite matrix
Next, as shown in [26] , the following upper and lower bounds can be obtained 
